The Schlage® CO-100 lock is a simple, manually programmed lock that can be applied anywhere there is a need for door control without the use of keys or an integrated solution. They are ideal for:

- Maintenance/supply closets
- Visitor pass through/common areas
- Exclusive use spaces like workout rooms
- Vestibules or reception area doors controlled by remote release
- Private spaces such as fitting rooms, restrooms or anywhere visual occupancy indication is desired
- Pool gates, breezeways and other other outdoor applications

More options – more applications

This electronic lock holds up to 500 PIN codes and is designed with a wide range of options so you can use it just about anywhere.

- Field reversible and rated for outdoor use (classroom/storeroom function)
- Schlage’s full complement of Conventional, FSIC and SFIC cylinder options including levers designed for compatibility with many competitive cylinders
- Cylindrical, mortise, mortise exit, concealed rod or cable exit rim, and surface rod exit trim chassis options – suites with a wide variety of exit devices
- 8 finish choices and 8 lever designs
- A full complement of decorative cover plate choices to solve hole pattern mismatches on retrofits
Built to last – made to work

CO-100 is built to take abuse. This robust, Grade 1 lock is fire rated (UL 10C), hurricane wind and impact rated, and features VandalGard® lever protection so the outside handle can freely rotate without engaging the lock clutch in a secured state.

Three levels of user authority enable normal PIN functionality for basic users, toggle capability for managers, and programming, freeze and pass-through capability for administrators. The basic application of all CO-100 locks is as a normally secure lockset that unlocks with a valid PIN code and relocks automatically. There are three model functions to choose from:

70 Classroom/Storeroom function
- Fully outdoor rated in 70 function for use on pool gates and breezeways
- No interior button— the state of the lock cannot be changed from the inside
- If needed, a toggle code can be used to change to a “locked” or “unlocked” state from the exterior

50 Office function
- Pressing the inside button to allows users leave door unlocked
- Lock can be hardwired for remote release¹

40 Privacy function
- Allows user to press the inside button to disable normal electronic pin code access from the exterior (lock will reset to normal locked status after egressing)
- Programmable lighted occupancy indication

Configure online
Go to elock.allegion.com or the support tab on your Schlage Electronics app to configure a CO-100 lock and get list pricing.

Learn more
Ask about special offers and learn more by contacting your Schlage representative.

¹ Distances of up to 1000 feet. Available on locks manufactured after January 1, 2018.